Faculty

Samuel Hung-Nin CHEUNG (張洪年)
BA, MA Chinese Univ of Hong Kong; PhD Univ of California, Berkeley
Professor, and Head of Division
Research Interests:
Chinese linguistics; Cantonese linguistics; Chinese language pedagogy; Vernacular Chinese fiction.

Hao CHANG (張灝)
BA National Taiwan; MA, PhD Harvard
Professor
Research Interests:
Intellectual history of modern China; history of Chinese political thought.

Chang-Tai HUNG (洪長泰)
BA Chinese Univ of Hong Kong; MA, PhD Harvard
Professor
Research Interests:
Twentieth-century Chinese cultural history; Chinese popular and folk culture; contemporary Chinese rituals and politics.

Karl S. Y. KAO (高辛勇)
BA Tunghai; MA State Univ of New York, Binghamton; PhD Univ of Wisconsin, Madison
Professor
Research Interests:
Traditional Chinese fiction; Chinese rhetoric; China-West comparative literature; literary theory.

William TAY (鄧樹森)
BA National Chengchi; PhD Univ of California, San Diego
Professor, and Associate Dean of Humanities and Social Science
Research Interests:
Critical theory; cultural criticism; twentieth-century Chinese literature.

TING Pang-Hsin (丁邦新)
BA, MA National Taiwan; PhD Univ of Washington
Professor of Chinese Linguistics, and Dean of Humanities and Social Science
Research Interests:
Chinese linguistics; Chinese phonology; Chinese dialectology; Sino-Tibetan linguistics.

Lai CHEN (陳來)
BA Central South Industry; MA, PhD Peking
Adjunct Professor
Research Interests:
Chinese philosophy; Confucianism; Neo-Confucianism; modern Confucian philosophy.
Shaoyu JIANG (陆绍愚)
BA Peking
Adjunct Professor
Research Interests:
History of vocabulary and grammar of Chinese language, with emphasis on early modern Chinese.

Leo Ou-Fan LEE (李歐梵)
BA National Taiwan; MA, PhD Harvard
Adjunct Professor
Research Interests:
Modern Chinese literature and cultural studies; contemporary fiction and cinema in Pan-Chinese regions.

William S. Y. WANG (王士元)
BA Columbia Coll; MA, PhD Michigan
Adjunct Professor
Research Interests:
Chinese linguistics; language and evolution; language engineering.

Leonard Kwok-Kou CHAN (陳國球)
BA, MPhil, CertEd, PhD Hong Kong; MA Toronto
Senior Lecturer
Research Interests:
Chinese literary criticism; theory of literary history; classical and modern Chinese poetry; classical and modern Chinese fiction.

Chi-Cheung CHOI (蔡志祥)
BA National Taiwan; MPhil Chinese Univ of Hong Kong; DLitt Tokyo
Associate Professor, and Director of South China Research Center
Research Interests:
Chinese social and economic history; lineages and societies in Hong Kong, South China and overseas Chinese settlements; Chinese festivals and customs; ethnicity and social mobility; modern Chinese business history.

Yiu-Ming FUNG (馮耀明)
BA National Taiwan Normal; MPhil, PhD Chinese Univ of Hong Kong
Associate Professor
Research Interests:
Neo-Confucianism; the logic of Chinese language; comparative philosophy; philosophical problems of cognitive science.

Angelina Chun-Chu YEE (余珍珠)
BA Univ of California, Berkeley; MA, PhD Harvard
Associate Professor, and Director of Center for Cultural Studies
Research Interests:
Classical and modern fiction and drama; cultural criticism; colonial and post-colonial studies; gender studies.
Min ZHANG (张敏)
BA, PhD Peking
Associate Professor
Research Interests:
Chinese linguistics; Chinese historical grammar; Chinese dialectology; cognitive grammar of Chinese.

Charles W. H. CHAN (陈汉光)
BA, MPhil Chinese Univ of Hong Kong; MA Hiroshima; PhD Toronto
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Classical Confucianism; Sung and Ming Neo-Confucianism; Taoism; Tokugawa Japanese thought; comparative Chinese and Japanese thought and culture.

Li-Fen CHEN (陈丽芬)
BA National Taiwan; MA Wake Forest, PhD Univ of Washington
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Fiction; literary theory and cultural criticism; modern literature.

Siu-Woo CHEUNG (张兆和)
BSocSc Chinese Univ of Hong Kong; MA, PhD Univ of Washington
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Ethnicity and ethno-historical processes in South China and Vietnam; subject-identity constitution and representation; cultural politics among border peoples; anthropology of tourism.

Cecilia Lee-Fang CHIEN (钱立方)
BA Michigan; MA, PhD Harvard
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Pre-modern Chinese political economy; Song dynasty government monopoly and bureaucracy; pre-modern Chinese cities and urbanization; merchants and trade under a Confucian bureaucratic government.

Flora Li-Tsui FU (傅立萃)
BA National Taiwan; MA, PhD Univ of California, Berkeley
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Ming and Qing Chinese painting; twentieth-century Chinese painting; landscape paintings of specific places.

Virgil K. Y. HO (何健龙)
BA Hong Kong; MSt, DPhil Oxford
Lecturer
Research Interests:
Social and cultural history of modern China; perceptions and aspects of life in Republican Canton; social and cultural transformation in contemporary rural South China; modern Chinese historiography; political culture and political symbolisms in modern China.
Tak-Sing KAM (甘德星)
BA National Taiwan; AM, PhD Harvard
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Ming-Ch'ing history; Inner Asian history; Altaic philology.

Bockja KIM (金福子)
BA Yonsei; MST Yale; PhD Boston
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Comparative philosophy of religion; history of western philosophy; comparative mysticism; comparative ethics; Greek philosophy; German idealism; philosophy of J. N. Findlay and Wittgenstein; Korean Buddhism.

David P. LAWRENCE (罗大维)
BA George Washington; MA, PhD Chicago
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Comparative philosophy and philosophy of religion; problems of cross-cultural interpretation and relativism; monistic Kashmiri Sāivism; Indian linguistic theory; Buddhist logic.

Tik-Sang LIU (廖 numb)
BSocSc, DipEd Chinese Univ of Hong Kong; PhD Pittsburgh
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Family and kinship; popular religion in South China; ethnicity; ecological anthropology; visual anthropology.

Zongli LU (吕宗力)
BA East China Normal; MA Chinese Academy of Soc Sc; MA, PhD Univ of Wisconsin, Madison
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Chinese political and intellectual history from early to early medieval periods; Chinese cultural history; political institutions and systems; classical textual studies; popular beliefs and religions.

Ling-Tun NGAI (危令敦)
BA Jinan; MPhil Chinese Univ of Hong Kong; MA, PhD Univ of Wisconsin, Madison
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Twentieth-century Chinese fiction; China-West comparative literature; literature of Hong Kong and Macau.

Jowen TUNG (童若雯)
BA National Taiwan; MA State Univ of New York, Albany; PhD Columbia
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Feminist cultural critique; gender politics in traditional Chinese discourse; gender and Chinese modernity; modern Chinese poetry; cultural studies.
Xinyang WANG (王心揚)
BA, MA Nankai; MA, PhD Yale
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Chinese Diaspora history; comparative immigration studies; history of Sino-foreign relations.

Simon Man-Ho WONG (黃敏浩)
BA, MA National Taiwan; PhD Toronto
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Confucianism; Neo-Confucianism; Taoism; Chinese Buddhism.

Kam-Ming YIP (葉錦明)
BA, MPhil, PhD Chinese Univ of Hong Kong
Assistant Professor
Research Interests:
Philosophy of language; Chinese logic; contemporary Chinese philosophy; methodology of thinking; Taoism.

Lydia AYERS (盧歌)
BFA California Inst of the Arts; MFA Avery Grad Sch of the Arts; DMusArts Univ of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Visiting Assistant Lecturer, concurrently Visiting Assistant Lecturer of Computer Science
Research Interests:
Music composition and theory; computer music; microtonal music; Chinese music and ethnomusicology.